Park Smart,Denver!
Below are common non-posted parking laws
Know the rules and be ticket free!
Common Non-Posted Parking Ordinances
(Find a comprehensive list of parking ordinances at www.denvergov.org/parking)
Ordinance No. General Description of Ordinance

Why it is important

54-420

Move your vehicle at least 100 feet after your time restriction ends

Encourages parking turnover and access to businesses

54-435

Park your vehicle within 18 inches of the curb

Creates a consistent parking pattern and allows emergency access

54-435 / 54-459 Park with the flow of traffic / do not obstruct traffic flow

Maintains pedestrian, cyclist and driver safety

54-458

Do not park on the sidewalk or the sidewalk area

Maintains pedestrian, cyclist and driver safety

54-458

Allow for 5 feet or more when parking near driveways or alleys

Pedestrian, cyclist and driver safety and emergency vehicle access

54-458

Allow for 10 feet or more when parking near a fire hydrant;
allow 20 feet or more when parking near a crosswalk or stop sign

Allows for emergency vehicle access and sight distance

54-460

Do not park in alleys; do not block movement of traffic through alleys

Allows for delivery of services and emergency vehicle access

54-464

Do not park a truck more than 22 ft in length or a trailer not attached
to a licensed vehicle for more than 2 hours on a public street

Prevents storage of large vehicles on public streets for long periods
of time

54-464

Do not park a RV more than 22 ft in length, a truck and attached
camper with combined length of more than 22 feet, or an auto/boat
trailer attached to a licensed vehicle for more than 24 hours on street

Prevents storage of large vehicles on public streets for long periods
of time

54-465

Move your vehicle at least 100 feet every three days while parked on
the street

Prevents storage of vehicles on public streets and increases parking
availability

